
An old concept from the dawn of the Space Age may be validated in a few months – and
just in time. For decades, it was a ‘solution’ in search of a ‘problem’, but the shuttle
disaster and the subsequent transportation crisis to and from the International Space
Station now provides the incentive to resurrect the idea.

The concept is the “inflatable heat shield”, a design which protects a returning space
vehicle from atmospheric entry heating not with a rigid, heavy structure but with an
insulated balloon which is only deployed when the vehicle is ready to land. Supposedly
lighter and more compact than traditional thermal protection systems, the design would
be preferable for some missions – if it proved reliable enough.

Although the idea has long faced a “conceptual barrier” that it simply couldn’t work, it
actually is a very sound technique, in theory. Since the main atmospheric heating is from
compressed air in front of the vehicle’s shock wave (NOT the mythological “air friction”
carelessly used by the news media), a high-area low-mass structure with reasonable heat
resistance has been well within “the state of the art” for decades.  

Russian space engineers have been attempting to establish their design’s reliability for
several years. Funded by the European Space Agency, and using designs that seem to be
based on American blueprints and patents, they have built and launched three test flights.
A fifth flight, originally scheduled for late 2003, has slipped into early 2004 in order to
perform more ground testing.

The project, called ‘Demonstrator’ (more fully, “Inflatable Reentry and Descent
Technology”, or IRDT) calls for a trash-can sized payload to be surrounded by a
shuttlecock-shaped balloon which wards off atmospheric heating while slowing the
payload to a safe landing. On the first mission four years ago, the payload returned to
Earth despite a puncture, suffering some scorching and ground-impact damage. Two
subsequent tests never had a chance due to payload deployment failures in the launch
vehicle.

The European Space Agency became interested in the technology several years ago when
NASA developed its pricing scheme for shuttle-based transportation to the ISS. The
charges for ‘down cargo’ – tapes, film, medical specimens, technological samples, and so
forth – were so high that ESA’s science laboratory, ‘Columbus’, would go even farther
over budget. But there would be considerable savings if the cargo could be returned
aboard small inflatable vehicles deployed out an airlock.

The ride would be considerably rougher than in a shuttle or even a Russian ‘Soyuz’
capsule. G forces would be as high as 10 to 12, several times as great. Landing accuracy
would be reduced.  

When first designed by US space engineers in the 1960’s, inflatable heat shields were
intended to serve as emergency bail-out kits for space station astronauts stranded by some
emergency. And although ESA claims that unmanned down-cargo missions are its main



justification for the current tests, it’s clear that the design could be easily modified to
bring people back from space as well. Whether this ever becomes an acceptable idea,
whether for emergency crew return or even for ‘space sky-diving’ sports, will depend on
the next test flight. If it fails, the idea may have to be shelved for another generation.

  


